
  
 

                             ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS 

The Challenge- 
● Our planet today is an endangered entity.  
● Issues of growth for creating WEALTH for people has put great strain on her natural 

resources,  
● people are using them and depleting them, and creating waste that is polluting the land, 

sea and air on which we live and will die. 

● Plastic Pollution- 
●  One of the main items in the pollution market is Plastic. 
●  As per the UN, if the pattern of consumption continues, the world will have about 12 

billion tonnes on the planet in oceans and on the land.  
● Vast stretches of the ocean in some areas is nothing but plastic.  
● The world and its scientific community has to find ways to use this plastic waste, 
●  Such as be it in bitumen roads as a good binding material. Roads alone can consume 

millions of tonnes of plastic waste. 
● Today plastic is a free raw material available like coal fly ash, which today is used to 

make good quality bricks.  
● Finding new ways to use plastic waste urgently is the way forward to reduce one of the 

largest pollutants of life on our planet.  

● Carbon dioxide emissions. 
● The next biggest pollutant  
●  According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), the world is looking at "Carbon 

capture and storage" issues, addressing the handling of emissions that are needed to 
keep the goal of keeping the level of increase of temperature to below 2 degrees 
Celsius.  

● This is taking the reference period for climate change as 1850- 1900. 
●  But the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change(IPCC), the UN agency that 

looks after climate change feels that the 1.5 degree limit will be breached by 2040, this is 
a sad situation.  

● Today with the US pulling out of the Paris Agreement, and the Trump administration 
supporting the mining of Coal as a good job generation industry,  

● coal production group are rich nations like Australia which has huge coal reserves and 
very little population but in larger interests of a cooler planet can give up more coal 
production but are not doing so.  

● Seeing all this poor countries like Indonesia with huge reserves of coal will also increase 
coal production, a sad way forward for better climate for all of us.  

● municipal waste.  
●  The third biggest pollutant  
● A large amount of municipal waste is discharged into the rivers and oceans of the world.  
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● Huge funds are needed to treat the water and then discharge them into the rivers and 
oceans, thereby reducing the level of depilation of oxygen from the water. 

● Recycling the water is being done in some areas for other uses than drinking.  

● Possibilities- 
● The good thing is the rapid increase of the use of electric energy and use of CNG gas 

instead of fossil fuels as a means of movement of people on land, sea and air.  
● Today it is a great Lithium ion battery revolution unbelievable till a few years ago a great 

alternative to burning fossil fuels.  
● These are some of the areas where good work has happened, in the 35 areas identified 

by the International Energy Agency, action on which will keep the 2 degrees climate rise 
goal possible,  

● This can be done by energy integration, renewable energy, construction and transport 
industry. 

● Conclusion 
● The way forward for the world for a better climate by nationsis self-restraint as the Paris 

Agreement is loosely worded and the stress is more on voluntary action, which happens 
only when the health of the local population is the victim of uncontrolled industrialisation 
like in China, which now has stringent climate control measures in place as the cities 
have such bad air that a large section of the population has severe respiratory diseases. 

 
Question- Present Economic Growth model is biggest enemy of Environment.Comment? 
 
Question- List three biggest polluters of Environment.also list the possibilities to save 
Environment? 
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